CREATING INSPIRATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS

ENTERTAINMENT - AUTOMATION
LIGHTING - SECURITY

Our dedicated team at Liquid Automation prides itself on been able to
deliver the very best that the industry has to offer.
Our point of difference is our ability to provide our customers with a
complete in house, automation/entertainment solution with our team of
experienced industry System programmers and installers.
With the combined guidance of Bruce and Stephan as directors your new
automation/entertainment installation will be a smooth stress less fun
experience.
LIQUID AUTOMATION FOR YOUR HOME
With passion and flare you’ve created an elegant home, but have you fully
realised the systems that entertain, relax and keep you secure?
A Liquid Automation created Home Automation package brings these
systems together, giving you easy, yet complete control of your living
environment.
Activate your home security system, set lighting and music for a party
atmosphere, watch sport or movies with surround sound and a truly big
screen, or secure your home for holidays. All this can be achieved with a
few taps on a simple, easy to use touch-screen.
Let Liquid Automation complete your home.
COMMERCIAL AUTOMATION
Liquid Automation can provide your business with state of the art communications, video-conferencing and lecture theatres.
We understand every businesses needs are unique, so please contact us
to discuss your automation requirements. One of our commercial consultants will visit your premises to discuss your options and create terms
of reference.
DESIGN PROCESS
The Liquid Automation design process ensures you make the right
choices, and we provide you with the best system available.
The process begins with a meeting. In this meeting you tell us what you
want and need from your home automation system, what your priorities are, your entertainment, comfort and security requirements. If you
haven’t lived with a home automation system before, we can talk you
through this and help you discover the potential your home holds.
As the installation proceeds, we continually involve you with progress
reports and meetings to ensure you get the best system we can give you.
We are market leaders in home and marine automation, and often find
that during these meetings our clients are thrilled at the possibilities of
our systems.
Only you and your family truly understand your needs, we know this
and this is why we involve you in every step of the design process.Your
unique home and lifestyle requires a unique approach.
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